7TH RESEARCH WORKSHOP
BANCO DE ESPAÑA - CEMFI

Banco de España, Madrid
22 October 2019

AGENDA

SALA EUROPA
(access to the building: Calle Alcalá, 48)

9:15 – 9:30 | Welcome coffee

9:30 – 10:30 | Monetary Policy, Capital Controls, and International Portfolios
Sebastián Fanelli (CEMFI)

10:30 – 11:30 | Heterogeneous Spillovers of Housing Credit Policy
Myroslav Pidkuyko (Banco de España)

11:30 – 12:00 | Coffee break

12:00 – 13:00 | On Policy Evaluation with Aggregate Time-Series Shocks
Dmitry Arkhangelsky (CEMFI)
Vasily Korovkin (CERGE-EI)

13:00 – 14:00 | Gender Price Gaps and Competition: Evidence from a Correspondence Study
Margarita Machelett (Banco de España)

14:00 | Light lunch

Authors will have 45 minutes for their presentation, followed by 15 minutes of general discussion.

Information: investigacion@bde.es

Wi-Fi Net: ACCES02
User/Name: CEMFI
Password: Workshop7

Banco de España - Calle Alcalá, 48, 28014 Madrid, España